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An operation and maintenance team will be "local" to maintain facilities and make sure
trees are watered, mowing, etc

Concerns continued regarding flooding. Bergman said engineers working to keep that
from happening. We said we didn't want more flooding on Fruitvale. But we don't want
flash flooding on Master Tag either. Concems continued as to whether their design will
be enough. Need to know historic cycles. Could a ditch be engineered along E edge to
catch and channel the water?

Bergman said they are 100' off N property line.

Scholl brought up cover crops and their importance. Pinegate willing to work with local
Connie Crancer.

Regarding decommissioning, discussion continued on bonds.

Board chose to require the companies to come back to the Board before they install
batteries.

This system is a 20-Mw.

Bob Muzio - neighbor down the road. Is maintenance done by professionals? Will
planted trees be watered - what if they die? Replacement? Tree lines must be replaced
in a timely manner.

Concems sited about corrosiveness of batteries.

Bergman said companies will be in touch with Fire Department, and give them keys for
access

Sample Motion: The Planning Commission accepts the Pinegate Solar project as
presented, but for any battery storage, Macbeth or Pinegate must return to the Planning
Commission.

Scholl says its hard for many people to see, but solar is a great example of clean energy

Public comments closed atl:l4pm

Reviewed sorrre conditions from previous meeting.

Korthase Motion: Planning Commission accepts the plans as presented with the
following requirements :

1. Any discussion of battery placement will require a return to the Planning
Commission

2. Newiy planted trees must be watered for 2 years. If they die within 3 years they
must be replaced\*



3. Emergency contacts must be on signage
4. Fire Department must be worked with, and they must be able to have access.

Hoglund seconded
Roll call - allyes.

Motion to close meeting at l:45pm
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